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Advanced Aero Components Web Store Opening 

Since the acquisition of the Glasair 2 and 3 product lines, Advanced Aero Components has been busy 

generating a database of all parts and services related to the Glasair aircraft.  This database culminates in a 

web store that we are proud to open to the public today.  This new store will make finding and buying parts 

for your Glasair aircraft as easy as possible.  All inventory has been photographed and categorized in the new 

web store by aircraft type and / or general system categories.  We are happy with the end result for our 

customers, and we thank them for their patience.  You may visit the store here: 

www.Advanced-Aero.com 

While this doesn’t represent every single part in every airplane, we feel it does have the majority. New parts 

will be added regularly and as we are able to restock our shelves. If there is a particular part you cannot find, 

please reach out to our order desk using the contact form on the website or by direct email: 

Orders@Advanced-Aero.com 

We will do our best to find what you are looking for.  For parts that are unavailable, we will also try our best 

to source old vendors, design replacement parts, or make them ourselves to support the existing fleet of 

aircraft and those in the future, this also includes Glasair 1 aircraft. 

Another feature we will be offering soon is technical support for the existing fleet.  Our knowledge and 

access to source documents can hopefully help you solve your problem. The cost of technical support will be 

$147 for 12 months, this includes tech support via phone or email at 20min block intervals, and will be 

available Mondays and Thursdays. Look for a future press release on setting up your technical support 

access. 

Production of the new kit planes, now called the Heritage G2 and G3, is already underway.  These will be all 

infused carbon fiber construction with many upgrades, more streamlined design and added safety features.  

We will share build progress in future updates. For more information, please email: 

sales@Advanced-Aero.com 

We have a lot of exciting and innovative plans for the future that are sure to impress. 

You’ll see networking with other companies to bring exciting new changes to aviation, you’ll see support and 

commitment to our customers and our products, you’ll see constant ongoing research and development, 

you’ll see a company, aircraft, and products at the forefront of general aviation. 

We have big plans for the future, we’re excited about it and we hope you are too! 

Thank you, 

Ian Baker 

CEO 

Advanced Aero Components 
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